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David Law

Dr. David Hillis Law has been
named professor of medicine at
UNM School of Medicine,
Dr. Law received his A.B. and
M.D. degrees from the Cornell
University Medical College, He
was an assistant and associate
professor of medicine at the
Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine, Nashville,
His special interest is in
internal medicine;
gastroenterology and nutrition.

offered this semester, one is
staffed from the main UNM
campus. The other courses are
being taught by Holloman
instructors.
The nine courses b11ing taught
are engineering, mathematics,
elements of numerical analysis,
dynamical systems in astronomy,
quantum mechanics, introduction
to digital computers, automatic
control theory, random signals in
enginflering systems, quantative
analysis, and seminar in systems
analysis.

Schlegel

Architect

Don P. Schlegel, professor of
architecture and chairman of the
dl;pMtment at UNM will attend an
Oct. 28-.29 Bani.:r Free
Architecture Workshop in Denver.
The workshop is eo-sponsored
by the American Institute of
Architects and the Rehabilitation
Services Administration of the
Department of Health, Education
· and Welfare,
The purpose of the program is
to inform designers, sponsors,
owners and regula~ive agencies of
the impact of Public Law 90-480
on standards for implementation
of the Jaw.

Robert Riley, associate
professor of architecture at UNM
will attend the American Institute
of
Architects'
Architect-Researcher's Conference
Oct. 16·17 at the Houston
Marriott Motor Hotel, Houston,
Tex.
The conference, co-sponsored
by the school of architecture at
Rice University, is for persons
involved or interested in research
related to housing, building and
the environment.

VanEpps

Law Test

Dr. Eugene Francis Van Epps
Tips on taking the Law School has been named professor of
Admission Test at UNM will be radiology and assistant chairman
given at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 28 in the of the Department of Radiology
Moot Court Room of Bratton at the UNM School of Medicine.
Dr. Van Epps received his
Hall, 1915 Roma NE, on UNM
doctor of medicine degree from
campus.
Professor Frederick M. Hart, the University of Iowa School of
who has several years' experience Medicine. He received his
with the LSAT, will tell students residency training in medicine,
what the test is supposed to pediatrics, and radiology from the
determine, and how to take the University Hospital in Iowa City.
test.
Pathologist
Asst. Law Dean Hunte L. Geer
will explain Law School admission
The UNM School of Medicine
proeedures to interested students.
There also will be a discussion on has named Gary Warren Long as
pre·law courses and effects of the assistant professor of pathology.
The 32-year·old doctor
University Studies Degree on law
received his doctorate of medicine
school admission.
at the University of California,
Los Angeles. He received his
Holloman AFB
bachelor of arts in zoology at the
Enrollment for the fall Fresno State College, Fre
His special interests are
semester at the UNM Graduate
and Continuing Education Center pathology, parasitology, and
at Holloman Air Force Base virology.
reached 101, and a total of 129
Library Hours
course registrations.
Hours of the Fine Arts Library
The registration is down
slightly from last year. In semester and Parish Memorial business
1, 1968·69, 110 enrolled in 135 library have been extended, said
course registrations. Students at David Kelley, UNM Librarian.
Both libraries will be open 8
the Holloman Center are enrolled
a.m.
to 10 p.m. Monday through
.under three categories: civil
service, military, and private and Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday,
8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday, and 2
contractors employes.
Of the nine classes being p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini- WHERE: Journalism Bulldinl!'. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. I! ad is to
169, afternoons pre!erabb' or mall,
run five or mote consecutive daYB with
Clasaifled Advertillinl!'
no changes the rate is reduced to 5e
UNM P.O. Box 20
pe" word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
wor<ls to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE !or irusertlnl!' elaasifled 4:00
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo,
69 MffiAGE are now on sale !or $5-rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.
IlO YOU dance? I! not, Haley's Danee
Studio oilers rates to univeralty per·
sonncl and students. Instruction In eh,..
cha, swing, dillcoteque, foxtrot, etc. 299·
7671. 10/14
VISIT SAN DIEGO any weekend in private airplane, ehare expense. 266-4851.
10/10
E. ENGINEER wants grad student or upperclassman to share large, two level
house, univ. area. :Expenses approx. $75/
mo. Call 842·9210. 10/17
THUNDERBIRD taking contributions !or
prose: t5hori stories, essays, reVieWtj,
plays, ete. Rm. 158, Joumnlism Bldg,,
all manuscripts mtlllt be typed,

2)

Recruiting U

Campus Briefs

LOST & FOUND

WALLE'!'. Student lD 585·18·6284. $25
:reward-No qUO$tlOns asked. Call 299·
1637.
LOST: Wedding rings. :Please return. newSard, No questions. 201 Wyoming Blvd.
E #94 or Lobo 011!ee. 10/14
LOST: Bisek & white kitten: 8 Weeka old:
lonl!' hair: In Harvard-Silver area; enll
2'2·1557 ul' 277•4202 after 6 pm.
FOVND:. 1969 'Valley High . Class Ring,
~ g1rls red stone, Call 299-69(0,
.
URGENT 1 LOST: 1 set of ear keys and
three k~ya mttrked "State Property" be
tw"'1fl th!' Anthropology Bldg. and Ad·
mlntstrat•on Bldg, at 8:30 AM, Frlday~
Oct. 10, Reward for recoVery $10 Cali
'
•
277·4102 or 299·5880.
LOST: Engagement ring,. Zlmmei'man
Library. Please_ return, no qu.Stlon..
Reward, 29B-3465. 1067 Matador SE
10/20
•

necruiters representing the following
companies or ngencies will visit the Center

Moratorium
All professors who wish to
speak in Albuquerque high
schools on Vietnam Moratorium
Day are asked to contact Tom
Hogg, Vietn!l,Ill Moratorium Day
office, 277-5933.
"One student and one faculty
member will be sent to each high
school. We were contacted
Monday and asked if we would
send people out, said Hogg.
All public high schools in the
city, except West Mesa, are
participating, he said.

BASA Lecture
The student organization for
the College of Business and
Administrative Sciences (BASA) is
having a general meeting for all
business students. The featured
speaker will be Dean Rehder,
Rehder, who became dean of
the college of business this
summer, will be speaking on some
of his own innovations for business
students and their college here at
New Mexico.
The meeting will be held
tonight in the Union Theater at
7:30p.m.

Monday, October 18
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION,
MINING & METALS DIVISION-chE,
ME, Geol, Encin,, Geol, Metallurgy, Metallurgical Engr,. Inorcanic Chern., Mining
Engr, (BS, MS)
UNITED S'l';\TES GYPSUM COMPANY
-chem., ChE, CE, Acct. (BS) Gen. Bus.
with as many as 12 hours of accounting

THE GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER
COMPANY, CHEMICAL DIVISIONChill, ME, Ind. E (BS) Chern. (BS), Acct,
Ind. Mgt, (BB;\J
SINGER, FRIDEN DIVISION-EE, ME
(BS, MS), Industrial Engineering (BS)
Tue$day, October 14
CABOT CORPORATION-ChE, ME, CE
(BS), ChE (MS)
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMIN., COAST & GEODETIC
SURVEY-cE, EE, ME, Meteorology,
Math, Physics, Oceanography related Phys·
ical Sciences CBS, MS)
LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARDCE, ME EE CBS, MS)
UNIVAC, DIV. OF SPERRY RAND
CORP. FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.-EE
(BS, MS l Com. Sci.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH CORP.-EE, ME, IE, Phys·
lcs CBS. MS)
THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, CHEMICAL DIV.-chE, ME, Ind.
E. (BS) Chern. (BS), Acct., Ind. Mgt.
(BBA)
Wednesday, October 15
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION

MEXICO

Sci., & Engineering for Cenb·&l Computer ·
·Dept., ChE, Pet. Ref. Engin~ for Process
Engineering Dept,, Business Administration (BBA, MBA) for Continental Pipe
Line
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL, AU·
TONETICS DIV.-EE, Physic.•, (BS, MS,
PhD). ME (MS, PhD l API> lied Math
(MS), LOS ANGELES, SPACE &
ROCKETDYNE DIV.·-ME, EE (BS,
MS) CE (BS)
. UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORA·
TION-Math, Physics, Chem., Acct., Gen.
Bus., Ind. Admin. CbE, CE, EE, ME
(BS, MS)
Friday, October 17
GULF OIL CORPORATION-Acctg.,
Bus. Admin. with Acctg. Minor, Geology,
Geo-Physics Geol. Encin., ChE, ME (BS,
MS) CE, Pet. E (BS)
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA
LAKE, CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhD l, Physies, (BS, MS, PhD l
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB·
ORATORY, PORT HUENEME, CALIF.
-EE, CE, ME (BS, MS, PhD)
CHEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV.-Bus, Admin., ChE, Me, (BS, MS),
CE, EE, (BS, MS)

Monday, October 20
EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN &
GRIER, INC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS, PhD)
TEXAS EASTMAN COMPANY, DIVI·
SION OF EASTMAN KODAK CO-cbE,
ME (BS, MSl, Chern. (MS, PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, DEPT.
OF THE ARMY-Liberal Arts, (BA),
Fine Arts (BA, MA)

I
.I
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Tuesday, October 14, 1969
College of Education: Union, Room
231D-E; 9 a.m.
Senate Steering Committee; Union,
Room 281·C: 2 p.m.
Student Standards; Union, Room 230:
3 p.m.
AWS Constitution Revision Committee:
Union, Room 231-B; 3 :30 p.m.
AWS Hours Polley Committee; Union,
Room 231-A; 3:30 p.m.
Business and Administrative Sciences
Association; Union, Theater: 7 p,m,
Senate Finance Committee; Union,
Room 230; 7:30 p.m.
Virrl!o1'!"'l; Union, Room 231-E: 7:45
p.m ..
Phi Slcm11 l<>ta: Union, Room 250-C; 8
p.m.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
ond Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
247.0936

2106 Central S.E.

RENT-A-TV
$1.00 n day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rnte

Buck's TV Rentals

A two hour collection of award-winning new
short films by young independent film makers.
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Friday & Saturday-7 & I 0 p.m.
Sunday--6 &9 p.m.
$1 for students with ID
$1.50 general admission

268-4589
Color Available

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Pan Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
call255-6ll64

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISiNG

LOST: white, grny, and light brown Call•
co female oat. Near L<!ad and Stanford.
255-5101, $10 reward. 10/16

3)

to interview candidates for positions:
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NEV\1

-OhE, ME, EE, CE, Math., Physics,
Chem .. (BS, MSl
'
FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY-ME, EE
U.S, DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALBBA in A<.:ctg. for Auditor ~oaitions, Law,
Gen. Bus., Acctg, for Special Agents
'l'huraday, October lU ·
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY, CONOCO-Bus. Admin, Stat., Math,. Computer

SERVICES

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

IRONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bagworm and w..herwoman
Ltd. 247·8737. 10/27

4)

FOR RENT

MAY WE help you 7 Rentinl!'-tleUinglisting, ltesldentlal properties. Walter
Duke Realty, 4704 LomiiS NE. 268-3932.
10/28

5)

FORSALE

200 USED TV'o, ali st)tlea. Save today,
441 Wyoming NE, 255•5987. 10/23
ACOUSTIC GUITAR and case in excellent
condition with spare strings. $90, Call
Bob, 277•4471. 10/13
1965 TRIUMPH SPITFffiE-good condition: fair interior, 30,000 milet, econom.leal. Call 256-1177 evenings, $900, 10/14
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM $99.
Record changer, speaker system1 nm/tm
stereo tuner (18 Watts), input JaekB for
tap.,.earphones. Phone 265·4585 or come
by evenings to 913 A Girnrd SE. 10/14
1!159 Ford, four door, good condition, $250
Call 265-4785, after 5.
1969 Harley-Davidson 350 . cc. Excellent
condition, $575. Call 242-0749 after 4
pm. 10/20
1966 GTO 4-apecd, <lhrome wheela. Asking
$1300. Muat sell WI 1 nm bUying another
ear. Phone Grant at 277·6011 alter G
pm. on week nights or on Sunday after•
noon. 10/20

G)

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
· $2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ __

EMPLOYMENT

J'OB I Ad •ni.Smen lor Wltral .proJection.
.. 20% commission. Call 268·4056. 10/16
COLLEGE REPltESENTATIVES NEED•
ED tb sell VolkBwarzen bus tours to
:Europe In summer, 19.70. $100.00 commission pPr .sail!. Write VW Adventurl>'!,
P.o. Box· 7999, Austin, TOXM 78712·
10/16

ENCLOSED $•---~

PLACED BY-·---~--~--

'·

''

By KEN MARLOWE
In March, 1949, France recognized its
• newly-reconstructed Bao Dai government,
retaining control over military and foreign
affairs, and over the on-going battle between
French forces and the Viet Minh. On Feb. 7,
1950, the United States extended diplomatic
recognition to the regime, and on .June 27,
1950, President T~man announced that he had
"directed acceleration in the furnishing of
military assistance to the forces of France and
the Associated States (Cambodia, Laos and
Vietnam) in Indochina and the dispatch of a
military mission to provide close working
relations with those forces."
On December 23, 1950, pursuant to PL 329,
81st Congress, the United States executed the
"Mutual Defense Assistance in Indochina."
treaty, to furnish U.S. military aid to the
"Associated States." The personnel in the
military missions were designated by this treaty
as part of the U.S. Diplomatic Missions in those
countries, and were "to be accorded full
diplomatic immunity."

4'

Military Treaty
The military treaty was followed up on Sept.
7, 1951, with an "Economic Cooperation
Agreement" that channeled U.S. funds into
Vietnam and channeled Vietnamese raw
materials to the United States. In addition,
personnel were added to the U.S. Diplomatic
Mission in Vietnam.
Between 1950 and the fall of the French in
1954, the United States sent $2.6 billion worth
of military and economic aid to Vietnam - 80
percent of the cost of the war.
After Dien Bien Phu, on May 7, 1954, the
French sued the Viet Minh for peace at Geneva,
ending the war, dividing Vietnam on a
temporary basis, and setting up an apparatus for
ensuring the peace and reunification of the
country. At Geneva, the nine members of the
conference noted the treaty, and eight members
spelled out the political agreement, designating
an International Supervisory Commission to
supervise general elections in July, 1956. The
United States and the Bao Dai regime refused to
sign.

Vietnam Involvement
Began 19 Years Ago
On July 23, 1954, Secretary of State Dulles
said, "One lesson (that we have learned in
Vietnam) is that resistance to Communism needs
popular support." Eisenhower was later to state
that at the time, 80 percent of the people .
supported Ho Chi Minh. But 16 days previously,
Bao Dai had appointed a new Prime Minister
who was to become America's protege.
"Popular Support"
France had declared the Saigon government
"independent" as it withdrew its support,
leaving the way open for Bao Dai or Diem to
ally with the United States. Dulles chose Diem
as the Vietnamese "strong man" and proceeded
to build up U.S. support.
Since the Geneva accords forbade anyone to
re-arm either belligerent in Vietnam, and since
the International Control Commission was
observing the situation, the United States,
through the CIA and Michigan State University
sent a force of 54 professors to Vietnam under
the International Cooperation Administration's
program of aid to underdeveloped countries.
The professors began to train Diem's palace
guard with U.S. weapons ~n preparation for the
prevention of a military coup. By April 1955,
Diem could again call upon army troops whose
loyalty had been ensured by Ambassador
Collins' statement that the United States would
only meet the payroll of an army committed to
the Diem government. From then until 1960
the Michigan State University "Diplomati~
Corps" was the funnel for over a billion dollars'
worth of guns, ammunition, vehicles, grenades,
handcuffs, and tear gas equipment provided by
the United States through the CIA, in violation
of the Geneva accords.
Lost Freedoms
From 1954 to 1956, the Viet Minh worked
toward winning the elections of July 1956.
From 1956 to 1958, as political freedoms were
lost one after another in the South, the Viet
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Tho New Mexico lobo is published
daily every regular weolc of tho University year by tho Board af Student Pub•
lications of the Associated Students of
the Univ_ersity of New Mexico, crnd is not
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by tho UNM Printing Plant with second
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for the accrdemic year,
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessar!ly represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify af New Mexico.
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The ,Editor:
March Message
To the Editor:
Re your editorial yesterday,
and the message of the march
committee: . The United States
began paying for the Frt!rtch
military operations in Vietnam in
1950. By 1954, American
taxpayers were paying the entire

cost of the war. The first
American .troops arrived prior to
1955, called "advisors" by th~>.
United States. About 1961 we
finally began to admit that they
were being killed.
At .this late date, · the
Government still deludes the
American public with its troops
figures: consistently uncounted in

Letters lire welcome, nnd uhould
be no longer thnn 260 words ty~c
writwn, doublo sp!l<)ed. Name, t<!le·
phone number nnd address must be
included, nlthouP:h name will be
withheld ~pon reqUelll:.

strength releases are troops
"temporarily'' assigned from
Korea, Okinawa, Hawaii and other
places. And we may never know
the number of years that
Americans have been dying there.
But "eight years of war" is an
error - we have been there in one
way or another for twenty.
. Mike Dlli:on, SDS

Minh reorganized and rebuilt their military
programs. By 1959, they had. finally written off
the possibility of elections and turned to
mHitary mean,s.
In 1959, the United States provided $4
million for '"administrative expenses" and $3
million for "highway maintenance" that went
toward initiating a land reform pushed by the
United States. The $7 million was the down
payment on land that had been given to the
· peasants by the Viet Minh, and then restored to
· the landlords by Diem. The effect was to raise
the rent of the peasants from nothing to 15 to
25 percent, and to provide monies to landlords
that they would otherwise not nave received.
From 1955 to 1962, the United States supplied
Vietnam with more than $2 billion in aid. Since
Diem was unable to collect taxes from the
'.people except through the sale of
~U.S.-subsidized imports, American aid paid the
entire costs of the Army and of the government
as well as purchasing imported Americ~
consumer goods for members of the Diem
regime, army officers and small professional
people.
Special Forces
In May of 1961, the United States sent 100
Special Forces troops to Vietnam and increased
army strength from 150,000 to 250,000 (in
violation of the Geneva Accords limit of
150,000). In Oct. 1961, the Taylor Mission was
sent to Vietnam to train the army in
counter-insurgency, consisting of "thousands of
American advisers" to work with combat units.
Simultaneously, Vietnamese peasants were
placed in fortified "strategic hamle~", by force
when necessary, in the hope that they would
come to support the Diem regime.
Not mentioned at the time and still omitted
from strength reports were thousands of U.S.
military troops from Korea, Laos, Cambodia,
Thailand, Taiwan, Japan, Hawaii, and other
parts of the Pacific Theater, who were sent on
"Temporary Duty" to Vietnam under orders
classified as "secret" by the Army. Such
transfers first came to the attention of the writer
while he was stationed in Korea in 1962, where
from eight to twelve per cent of the military
strength was sent to Vietnam on "temporary
duty." The rest is history.

Editor·:
Tragic Debate
To the Editor:
Jose Herrera and Sherman
Smith met in public debate and
the result was tragic. It was not
tragic because Herrera is a
custodian and Smith is a vice
president and the match was
inappropriate. There is no loss of
dignity in being a janitor. Jose
Herrera is quite as intelligent as
Sherman Smith and perhaps a
little more human.
The tragedy lies in that Herrera is a little more human
because he· is not what all of us
university jesters are. Unlike
Sherman Smith and you and me
he does not deal in pretended
idealism and intellectual
chicanery. Unlike us he has little
pretention in his life'and even less
self-deception.
Smith's one point is probably
true - Herrera has not signed all
the papers. for compensation ..
but why 1s it that we cannot
grasp that there must be some
reason • for the hesitating hand?
Memones of intimidation and
fear, the brutality of Anglo
hatred, the years of working this
week's pay f~r last week's debts,
• T~at exper1ence, that kind of
h~e 1s what we middle class people
Wtll not face. We hide our
sensibil!ties in rules and forms
that blmd us to the realities seen
by . human people like Jose
Het;tera. Vfe are the fabricators Sm1th w1t~ his $25,000, that
prC?fessor w1th his $15,000 _ we
b1~lld the neat houses made of
pn~t that disguise our guilt.
S1gn the compensation paper
Jose Md get more than $45 a
week for your ten dependents! Go
back to work, Jose, and get $ 74
a week! $3000 a year!
'!he~e is no justification ror
blmd1ng ourselves to that
Pe:rhaps, in }hll end, we lose th~
ll!ost. We fmd ourselves full of
nght~ousness, empty of
humamty,
'

L<!ttml are wekome, and should
be no longer than 250 words tn>ewrltt<!n, double opacl!d. Nante, t<l.,.
phone nnmbc.r and add..,.. muat be
included, although nante will be
wlthbeld upon TeQU.,.t.

Help Alpo
To the Editor:
When I read the first article
concerning false advertising in the
Albuquerque area, I thought it
was about time that someone
would speak out on the "screwing
we get for the screwing we got". I
was pleased to also see that
rumors would not be printed;
only substantiated facts. I was
therefore dismayed when I read
the letter in Monday's Lobo with
its accusation against Alpo.
To begin with, I don't think
many people would be convinced
meat is a "supplement" to a dog's
diet. Meat is as basic to a dog as
any other carnivore. Secondly, the
only thing Alpo states is that their
product is meat. And, short of an
analysis.. I'll continue to believe
them. Thirdly, if the volunteer
"vet" would pick up a can of
Alpo he would read, "It is best
used in combination with kibbled
biscuit or cereal.. .. "
I personally feed Alpo
exclusively, along with kibble,
calcium, vitamins, and coat
conditioner; the dogs and I are
very happy with the result. The
vitamins and minerals, and
con~itioner are supplements, not
the meat. Perhaps our Jr. D.V.M.
believes in a handfull of
"crunchies and a tablespoon of
'Jove' ".
Gerald R. Viers
Withywindlc Kennels

U NM Faculty Opposes
New AII-U Constitution

Finance Committee

The UNM faculty yesterday
passed a resolution in opposition
to an Ad Hoc Committee on
University Governance, which
would have drawn up a new
all-University constitution.
The resolution, introduced by
engineering Professor John L.
Howarth, said the faculty opposed
"plans for writing a new
all-University constitution at this
time." It also said the faculty
opposed "the method of selection
of the Ad Hoc Committee on
University Governance."
The agenda for the faculty
meeting said the Regents
considered a proposal by the
Committee on the University to
establish a Constitutional
Senate Finance Committee Committee "insuring the adequate
discusses tentative plans for a representation of all segments of
student co·op bookstore proposed the University."
by the UNM chapter of SDS.
Establish Committee
Further action awaits release by
The Regents then voted to
the UNM business office of the
amount of revenue from activity establish an Ad Hoc Committee
fees ASUNM will receive. Above is on University ·governance "to
committee Chairman Robert draw up a UNM Constitution
Speer.

which it could recommend for
consideration by the Regents,
faculty, and student body," said
the agenda.
Faculty Policy Committee
Chairman Marion Cottrell
protested that the faculty had not
been consulted before the
recommendation was sent to the
Regents.
The Regents recommended that
the Ad Hoc Committee on
University Governance be made
up of six faculty members, six
students, four administrators, and
three alumni.

Moratorium Day Happenings
The following is a list of today's Vietnam
Moratorium Day activities at UNM and the
University of Albuquerque (U of A). UNM
Medical School activities are listed separately
following the general UNM listing.

UNM

11 a.m. - Major policy statement on the
Vietnam war by David Norvell, Speaker of
the New Mexico House of Representatives,
Union Ballroom.
11 a.m. - Rally on the Mall in preparation
for the march through Albuquerque.
11:30 a.m. -Panel discussion and open
forum on "The History of Our Involvement
in Vietnam," Union Ballroom.
1:30 p.m. - Panel discussion and open
forum on "Practical Means of Ending the
War," Union Ballroom.
2:30 p.m. - Panel discussion and open
forum on "The Impact of the War on the
Attitudes of Youth Toward Obedience of
Law," Union Ballroom.
3:30 p.m. - Panel discussion and open
forum on "Constitutionality of the Draft,"
Union Ballroom.
5 p.m. - Greek .Pantomime tragedy,
reading of the list of New Mexico war dead,
inter-denominational religious service, and
torchlight procession around campus (bring
your own light of any kind), on Mall.
8 p.m. - Father Richard Fernandez,
executive sevretary of Clergy and Laymen
Concerned About Vietnam, will speak in the

Language Director

UNM Professor Bernard SpolskY
will serve as discussion chairman
for a conference on language
research and model bilingual
. schools in Washington D.C. this
Friday and Saturday (Oct. 17·18).
Spolsky is chairman of the
UNM program in linguistics and
language pedagogy. He also is
president. of the New Meli:ico
Association for Teaching English
to . Speakers . of Other Lailguages
Brian Gratton (TESOL) and Bilirtgual Education.
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Antigone

Selected by Regents
The faculty committee
members would be selected by the
Regents from a panel of 12
faculty members named by the
Faculty Policy Committee.
The six students would be
selected by the Regents from a
panel of two graduate students
named by the Graduate Student
Council (GSC), two graduate
students named by the Graduate
Student Union (GSU), and eight
undergraduate students named by
the president of ASUNM and
approved by the Student Senate.
One student from the GSU, one
student from the GSC, and four
undergraduates would then make
up the student representation on
the committee.

Ballroom. Father Fernandez has visited Paris
twice this year to talk personally with
delegates representing the negotiating
Faculty Objects
nations concerned with the war in Vietnam.)
The faculty objected to the
Continuously from 10 a.m. - Movies in Regents having final say in who
the Union Theater, "The Face of War" and would be on the committee.
In the meeting agenda,. the
"Hanoi 13," admission ten cents.
Faculty Policy Committee said,
UNM Medical School
(All activities will take place in Room 203
of the Basic Science Building, 915 Stanford
NE unless otherwise noted. The Medical
School activities, prepared by the Student
Elected Committee and the School of
Medicine, are primarily concerned with
national priorities, especially those relating
to the Vietnam war and to health problems.)
10:45 a.m.- Panel discussion.
12 Noon- Lawn discussion and Vietnam
ballot in front of the Basic Science Building.
1 p.m. - Dr. Bruce Storrs, state director
of Medical health, on "Health Care Delivery
in New Mexico with the Special Problems of
Public Health. 11
2:15 p.m.
Fred Mondragon,
Administrator of the Bernalillo County
Medical Center, on "Health Care Delivery
with Emphasis on Health Cost and Hospital
Problems."
3:30 p.m. - Dr. Jack Olds, house staff
health committee member, on "How the
Medical School and the House Staff Can Be
Active in Health Care Delivery."

"The faculty Policy Committee
believes that a majority of the
faculty panel (12) should be
elected by the University faculty
rather than appointed by the
Policy Committee."
The agenda said the committee
for drawing up a new constitution
would be requested to "elect its
own chairman as soon as possible
after members are chosen by the
Regents," and "meet early in the
fall of 1969 with the Regents to""
have its charge explained and to
discuss with the Regents details
concerning schedule, reporting,
and resource support."
Jurisdiction Questions
Academic Vice President
Chester Travelstead said he
thought the idea to rework the
UNM constitution grew out of
some questions last spring "about
where jurisdiction lies."
He said some people in the
University feel there are no clear
lines drawn about where faculty
and administrative jurisdiction lie.
Cottrell said the faculty would
"lose ground" if the students,
faculty, and administration tried
to compromise in a constitutional
revision.
He said the constitution needs
revision, but that such revision
could done through constitutional
amendments.
Physics Professor John Green
said the faculty should wait to
make a decision
concerning
constitutional revision until a
faculty committee tells "how
student rights interact with
faculty rights."

Faculty Adopts Plan
For GSA Formation
Effective in Spring

Before the GSA will actually
exist, the UNM Regents .must also
The faculty yesterday adopted accept the Faculty Policy
the Faculty Volicy Committee's Committee's recommendations.
John Heide, a member of the
recommendation that a Graduate
Student Association (GSA) be Graduate Student Union (GSU),
spoke against the GSA at the
created at UNM.
The faculty also passed a faculty meeting. Heide said the
resolution in opposition to an Ad GSU, which seceded from the
Hoc Committee on University existing Graduate Student
Governance, which would have Council (GSC), feels the question
drawn up a new University of a GSA was "ramrodded"
constitution. (See related story on through the Faculty ·policy
Committee without "proper
this page.)
The Faculty PolicY Committee consideration."
He said the faculty would set a
recommended to the faculty that
"bad
precedent" if they decided a
a separate graduate student
student
problem
government be established to
collect and disburse graduate
Failure
monies. The money would then
Heide also said the GSA would
be used for "conducting business
be
dominated by the personalities
relative to graduate students, and
of
those in charge of the present
providing a structure by which the
GSC.
He said the GSA would be a
graduate student body may
participate in the decision-making "continuation of a failure."
Ron Curry, ASUNM president,
processes of the University," said
said
the Student Senate was trying
the recommendation.
to include the graduate students
Work Cooperatively
in ASUMN affairs. Marion
The Policy Committee, in the Cottrell, chairman of the Faculty
above recommendation, expressed Policy Committee, had earlier said
the hope that ASUNM and the AS UNM had "no spirit of
GSA "will work cooperatively in compromise" concerning
matters of concern to all including graduate students in
University decision making .
students."
Richard Elliot, president of the
The committee also
GSC,
said two of the main goals
recommended the approval of the
of
the
GSA are "giving graduate
Graduate Student Constitution, as
students
a sense of place,'' and
ratified hy the graduate students
lowerirtg the req uitemen t.s for
in September, 1969.
The final recommendation by graduate students to nine hours.
Elliot said the graduate students
the Faculty Policy Committee
have
also listed several activities,
said the ASUNM budget for
1969·70 not be "adversely such as a graduate student lounge,
affected by the creation of a which the GSA plans to work on
separate graduate student if the Regents ratify the Faculty
Committee's
government." The graduate Policy
recommendations.
student fees -resulting from a
proposed change fee structure
should be made available to the
Lobo Thanks
GSA for the second semester of
1969-70, said the Policy
The lobo wishes to thank the
Committee.
· Student Elected Committee of the
";._. . x. . . .;, •.
~
,-+
. School of Medicine for yreparing
Cheryl Merchant (standing)j who !,)lays Ismene, and Sheriden Thomas
Regents' Acceptance
the Moritorium Dar ~es1gn on the
(sitting), who plays the lead role of ·Antigone, rehearse a scene from
All
three
reco.mmendations
front
page of today s 1ssue.
Jean Anouilh's Antigone, which opens tonight at 8:15 p.m. and runs
were
adopted
by
the
faculty
•
through Oct. 8 at Rodey Theater.
·
By SARAH I.AIDLAW

.,

•
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By E:EN MARLOWE
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For Business School

just beginning to sense new kinds
"In education we haven't really
of problems and mention our bothered to define our objectives
responsibility to turn around the definitely, Therefore we are trying
University and get it reorganized," to be specific and design
Rehdc:•r said.
operational programs to reach our
"Times now demand a full-time objectives. The plan is incomplete
life-style of learning, and so we and states some rather broad
are concerned wtih creating goals, because the faculty and you
people who conceive of · and I are writing it now," said
themselves as highly confident Rehder.
and who won't be able to separate
He said BASA was an excellent
or stop their formal education platform for feedback purposes.
when they leave here. What we've "We wruit to have you write the
been doing is turning students off plan with us, we need you to help
learning, and then providing operationalize this plan," Rehder
Creative Leadership
remedial programs for them to
told the business students.
He said the objective of the catch up. Instead of using what
The 1;3usiness School is the only
school was to develop creative we know of learning theory, the school presently operating under a
organizational leadership. "The school system used negative student-faculty team program.
problems we face today are so reinforcement.
"We have no departments in the
large and different from a
school and only one committee
Locked in System
few-years ago that they demand
(policy) because committees
"Most of our faculty are locked
new types of organization
proliferate and are not focused on
leadership, and a different school. into the system where grades are
major problem areas. The program
If the business graduate is not given and curves are used. What
more enlightened then what we we know and what we're doing teams submit programs for the
have now, we're going to face are two different things in faculty to approve, and then is
problems far exceeding what we education. We don't want to just responsible for seeing it carried
have now and we're doing nothing turn out technical people, but out," said Rehder.
Rehder the outlined the
to prepare you for them We are people who think, who care,
proposed
three-two Master of
participate, and fight for the right
Business
Administration
(MBA)
to participate, and therefore have
&.to~ ~'"'1$ hrrs .va confidence
in themselves. We program. "We want people
want to create a flexible system to-have a very broad liberal arts,
P~rt-sr;c.
-s?t£1rSj
where the student can grow. arts and science basis of
Excellence has been for a long pre-professional education, at
{) N J.. '/
J./'4-T',.,. &fl.. "S 0 r.l)..
time, a measure of who has the least three years during which the
most skewed curve - who turns student can find himself. The
~(J I :),q.v r~J-Ipe- 0L7:> row.J
senior year and following fifth
out the fewest." he said.
year would then be devoted to the
MBA."
Rehder said he hoped to have
the three-two program instigated
as rapidly as possible, and that it
would not apply to students
already in the existing Bachelor of
Business Administration program.
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
In a short question and answer
session after the speech Dean
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00..
Rehder said, "Even with the MBA
program we will still have some
service courses for other schools,
on a limited basis, A student
wouldn't be able to get an
undergraduate degree."
FREE PARKING
.FIRST .AN~ GOLD

. f~r DlAMON[!S ••• See Butterfield

r

Almost as much
het, • •

OS

e,,ge blossmn
d~mondrlng

.•• YOUR PERSONAl SERVICE JEWElER

· butterllelfl8iW'
111

11/UJ/J/JJ//I////JJJiiiiJ""'···.....,.....
11/!~ieueler~

'23.12 CENTRAL SE • OPPOSITE POPE.IOY HALL

~

.COUNTRY BARN
Fried Chicken Spemal
.J!F~rll!rv

Wed. & Thur. .9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY

59(

Eat in our large dining room or: take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Catttpus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-:CaU 242-7340

'Cold War.' Author
Voices Confidence
In American Youth
D. F. Fleming, author of "The
Cold War and Its Origins" and
generally recognized as America's
foremost authority on U.S.
foreign policy since the turn of
the century, appeared in the
Albuquerque area Sunday and
Monday.
At a seminar meeting Sunday
and again at a. luncheon in his
honor Monday attended by
members of the History
Department, Fleming expressed
his feeling that the American
people were "beginning to be felt
in the Congress" in foreign policy
matters, and pointed to "today's
youth" as the "standard-bearers
of hope for the Nation."
Speaking of youth, Fleming
expressed confidence that "young
people today appear to be taking
an active interest in political
matters that promises to be more
than a passing or collegiate fancy.
This is the main hope I see for
America's ability to change itself
peacefully and again assume world
leadership."

Lobo Goof
The Lobo yesterday
incorrectly identified an
individual in a picture on the
front page as Jose Herrera, former
physical Plant employee.
The man on the front page was
in fact Gilberto Ballejos, the
individual who translated for
Herrera during a public hearing
Monday in the Union Ballroom,
The Lobo regrets the error.

-·
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Support Lobo Football

Program Gives Students Educational Experience
(Editor_'s ~ote: This is the fifth
a contmumg series of articles
on the Institute for Social
Research and Development,)
.

Robert Rehder, who became
dean of the College of Business
last summer, spoke on the
objectives of the Business School
at a general meet in~>~ of
the Business Administration
Student Association (BASA) last
night in the Union Theater.
· The subject of his speech was
"A Strategic Plan for the School
of Business and Administrative
Sciences,'' which he put together
with the business faculty this
summer.

!
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Upward. Bound Aids Needy

Rehder Discusses Objectives

Jn

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Business School Dean Robert
Rehdlilr, above, lunt night
discussed the new organization af
the business school.

Rehder

Agnew Urges Repudiation
Of North Vietnam Letter
By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
Washington (UPJ) - The Nixon
administration urged the leaders
of the nationwide Vietnam
moratorium Tuesday to repudiate
Hanoi's support their
demonstrations against the
Vietnam war, but they curtly
refused.
Vice President Spiro T, Agnew,
clearly speaking with Presrdent
Nixon's blessing after they met
privately, described as
"incredible" an open letter to the
American people by North
Vietnamese Premier Pham Van
Dong. The premier expressed
hope the cross-country protest
Wednesday would force Nixon to
withdraw from the war.

He told newsmen Dong's
statement tried to make it appear
that the American people would
be demonstrating Wednesday in
support of Hanoi's position on the
war.
"I do not think that is what the
American people intend to do and
I believe the demonstration
leaders and organizers and
supporters should make their
purposes perfectly clear... by
repudiating this letter," Agnew
said.

Joseph Montoya
Calls Moratorium
Worthwhile Plan

"Repudiate Letter"
U. S. Senator Joseph
Agnew said the demonstration Montaoya, D-N.M., has endorsed
leaders should repudiate Dong's the proposed Wednesday Vietnam
letter, but the moratorium War Moratorium as an excellent
leadership quickly issued this
idea to get all views on the war in
statement:
the open.
"Oct. 15 is an appeal to the
"The war is one of our greatest
conscience of the American
issues. No matter how we may
people. It is regretable that the stand on Vietnam it is logical that
administration would seize this • we sh oulrl allow open discussion
straw in an attempt to discredit of it," the Senator said. "I think
the patriotism of those millions of we should have our day of
Americans who sincerely desire dialogue."
peace."
He cautioned backers of the
But Rep. Abner Mikva, a leader Moratorium to make sure the day
of a planned all-night House does what is is designed to do session in support of open discussion on all sides.
the moratorium, said he wondered
"I would hate to see any single
whether "some devious mind in group try to stifle the expression
Hanoi" thought of the letter as a of any other - through violence,
means of discrediting the anti-war censorship, or just plain shouting
protests.
others down," Montoya :<aid.
"This nation was fo..tnded and
"Not Stupid"
I
built on the idea of frr..e dia1ogue·,
"No one has ever accused the It is on that point that I endorse
North Vietnamese of being the idea."
stupid," Mikva told a reporter. If
No Parking
Hanoi was really sympathetic to
Beginning
Monday, Oct. 20,
the moratorium it would have
construction
will begin on
been in its interest not to have
widening
University
Avenue from
said anything about the event he
Central to Lomas. Parking in the
•
, sat'd •
~
Mikva said he had a feeling that vacant lots along University
the North Vietnamese, like "the Avenue will no longer be
extremist left in: this country . permissable.
Initial construction will begin
actually opposed the moratorium
with
stripping of trees from the
fearing that it could lead t~
vacant lots.
reunifying the country."
The University architect's office
"Shocking Intrusion"
has announced any cars, parked
Agnew called Dong's statement along University Avenue within
"a shocking intrusion into the the construction area will be
towed away at the owner's
affairs of the American people by expense.
an enemy power."

.. -

Students and Faculty
Remember Marvin',s

OKIE'S

MARVIN'S CAR WASH

104 BEER

1107 University Blvd. N.l:.
Two Bdys Automdtic

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Two Bays Hand Wand
\

FREE Car Wash

Pizza Slices 15¢

With Each Gas Fill Up
,.._
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By SUE MAJOR
The College Enrichment
Program, Upward Bound is
·designed to provide New M~xico
students from poverty
backgrounds with intensive
educational experience prior to
entering college as freshmen said
Dr. Louis A. Bransford, Upward
Bound director.
Upward Bound is housed under
the Institute for Social Research
and Development (ISRAD), which
acts as the administrative agent
for the program.
Upward Bound combines
summer programs with regular
courses of study during the
academic year.
Summer Courses
"During the summer sessions,
students take courses in language
df'Vf'lopment, logic (with emphasis
on verbal expression), and race
and cultural relations emphasizing
New Mexico problems"
Bransford said.
'
The program is in its first year
at UNM. Last year was used for
recruitment of the 44 students
presently in the program. These
students are from 21 school
districts in seven northern New
Mexico counties,
"Upward Bound programs
were originally intended for high
school students with one or two
years of high school remaining.
Our program is unique because
the selected students were
scheduled to graduate from high
school that same year, and were
potential freshmen at the end of
the summer program," Bransford
said.
Administration Transfer
The administration of Upward
Bound was transferred to the
Office of Education from the
Office of Economic Opportunity
(OEO) this year.
"This move of the program to
an agency not meant to deal
specifically with the problems of
poverty will only enhance the
chances for Upward Bound's
success. Upward Bound is an
educational program with
concomitant poverty problems,"
Bransford explained.
Bransford said he hopes the
program will be expanded.
"Upward Bound is only
reaching five percent of those who
can benefit from it. The program
attempts to provide for 45
students. What about the students
who might possibly enroll next
year? They too will need an

Upward Bound program. Yet
unless the program is expanded,
they will not receive this service.
Technically the program is ending
because there is not a new group
coming in," he said.
Budget
The budget for Upward Bound
this year is $76,000. The Federal
share is $60,000, and UNM's share
is $16,000, Bransford said.
"I believe we can justify the
need for programs such as Upward
Bound at UNM. They should,
however, be an integral part of.
UNM, and not be dependent on
Federal funds for their existence,"
he added.
Students have made a
commitment by borrowing money
to come to college, and the
University should also make a
commitment, .Bransford said,
"No Commitment"
"If the p :rogram

continued it will demonstrate to
me that there is no commitment
on the part of the University to
minority group students in New
Mexico," he said.
Upward Bound programs have
been successful in keeping
students from poverty
backgrounds in college.
"Nationally, after three years
11,000 kids who barely made it
through high school are now
holding their own at 1100
universities, and 77 percent of
those who entered college three
years ago recently completed their
junior year. This is somewhat
higher than the stay-in rate for all
college students," Bransford
explained.
Bransford said student reaction
to the program has been "very
receptive," and "involvement and
interaction within the group is
terrific."
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CONT/\CT LENSES?

gives you
greater wearing comfort
It's the swinging-est way to get greater
wearing comfort and keep your contacts
sparkling clean. Used with new Contique™
Clean·Tabs and Soal<-Tabs, Swisher harnesses the water power of a faucet to clean
delicate lenses without rubbing or scratchIng. Eliminates any chance of lens loss
down tho drain, too.
Ask your druggist for a Swisher Care Kit.
Use the coupon below and save 25¢. For a
free booklet, write Alcon Optical Products,
Box 1959, Fort Worth, Texas 76101.
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October 16 &-17
2300 Central SE Only

CAVU 0 might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, 'fUel cells lot space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.

: 25.¢0ff :
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Consult your college placement officer - or write Mr.
William l. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

P••••••••••••t

I

Qctot'Ci l 9 Xs

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM·
ISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAM·
ICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCI·
ENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS•

SWISHER'"

I

Burger &Shake Sale

DairLJ ·
Queen
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To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. ·Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

Do you wear

REDEEM AT YOUR DRUGSTORE

We Goofed!

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

Find it with the

I
I

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDI~~G other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

*CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED

Lose so~ething?
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kopy karner

Pratt&·Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUl'
W£ST PALM BEACH 1 FLORIDA .
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sports
fortune

1e

couts

Four UWomen
In Tucker Golf

• • •

Probably the only good thing about getting complaints on
your stories is that it proves some people are reading you.
Most complaints often have some justification behind them
but occasionally you get one that has very little logic to it at
all. We got one of those a few days ago.
The complaint, in the fonn of a letter to the editor, was
written by a fellow who has criticized the Lobo sports
section in general at every available opportunity this year. It
is for this reason that I will feel little remorse in criticizing his
feelings now that he has submitted them for publication.

·foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

Denver Pioneers

Free Estimates

BYUCougars

Where Did He Get the Word "Terrible"?
This fellow charges that the Lobo was wrong in calling the
Lobos "terrible." (The quotes are his) Where he got the word
"terrible" is anybody's guess. But it is for certain that he
never got it from a Lobo sports story. The only time we've
used the word "terrible" was in describing the Lobos'
21-game losing streak and in a quote where Kansas thought
the Lobos were a terrible team.
This fellow goes on to protest that "He (Charles
Wood) .•.claims they (the Lobos) beat a 'mediocre' BYU
football team." If this fellow read the Lobo like should if he
is to qualify as the Lobo's literary critic, he would know that
I have never claimed UNM beat the BYU football team. In
fact last Monday we ran a 14-inch story on the UNM-BYU
football game complete with two pictures where we told how
the Cougars defeated UNM, 44·15.

Utah Redskins

UTEPMiners

Texas Tech Red Raiders

OPEN

II A.M.
DAILY

SPECIAL ·SAVI

19 COUPO
FREE WIG SETTING LOTION
FREE WIG CONDITIONER
FREE WIG CLEANER
WITH PURCHASE

DOME FALLS
A beautiful 6!4 oz. fall with o
. built in dome for that . extra
height you might need. Th1s fall
is very thick and must be seen
to be appreciated.
100%

Hockey

Today, I feel more pleasant than I have in months because
today is the day that basketball practice officially begins. All
over the league, WA.C teams are slipping into their practice
togs and sneakers to prepare for the season which is only six
weeks away.
The WAC is a basketball conference. Nobody really
planned or particularly wanted it that way but that's the way
it worked out.
With the exception of three schools - the two Arizona
institutions and Wyoming - basketball is king. At schools
with great basketball tradition, this is the time of year
Maria Astrologes
students, faculty, and townspeople all look forward to too.
The Uta11 Redskins are a prime contendor for the WAC
football crown this year and last weekend they hosted
Arizona State, described by many as the most exciting team
in college football. Were Salt Lake City fans left banging on
the locked gates of the Utes' packed 30,000-seat stadium last
Saturday? Nope, becaus·e only 19,000 showed up to watch
Arizona Stat.'! University's
the game. In contrast, Utah's new 15,000-seat basketball Women's golf t~am won the
arena is already a complete sell-out with the season still six annual Tucker Tournament.
weeks away.
Sweeping most of the categories,

Wyoming
Cowboys

Human Hair

SPORTS BRIEFS

~abo ~port$ Editor ..

Arizona State
Sun Devils.

265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

._-·._,.,··.-.-:'..

By CHARLES WOOD

New Mexico State Aggies

Arizona Wildcats
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Lobos Open Practice
UNM's Lobo basketball team
o fficialiy opens practice this
afternoon in preparation for our
season opener against San
Fernando State on December 1st.
Legend has it that the first two
structures built at UNM were the
basketball arena and the parking
lot. And judging from the
capacity crowds which pack the
Arena Pit (called the "Pit" by
students, the "Snakepit" by
visitors), the legend is easy to
believe.
•' You haven't played
basketball," New Mexico State
coach Lou Henson told a Chicago
press conference once, " un t'l1
you've played at New Mexico."
Two nights later, Henson's Aggies
dropped a 72-21 thriller to the
Lobos at the Arena.
A sports writer for a Phoenix
paper had about the same feelings
when he wrote, "You haven't
live4 until you've experienced the

Petty 'sjewelers
diamonds
watches
jewelr}'
gifts

Free GiftWrapping
3019 Central N.E.. ,

A Silly Offer About Five Dollars
This fellow is also upset about the adjective I used when I
described BYU as a "mediocre" football team. He goes on to
say that he will offer me five dollars for every football coach
in the WAC who'll admit to me that BYU is mediocre.
This fellow's silly offer is only outdone by his silly logi~.
No coach will ever admit for publication that anot~er team ~
his conference is mediocre. That's why I feel qUite safe m
offering this fellow the same deal if he can find me ANY
major college football coach in the country who'll admit to
him that another team in his own conference is "mediocre."
A local newspaper carries this fellow as a part-time spo~s
reporter and this is one of the reason~ I welcom~ . his
criticism. If you are seriously interested m sports wntmg,
Pete, I hope you come over to the Lobo office to see me
sometime this week. I'll be more than glad to help you once
you realize how much you need it.

pandemonium a Lobo surge
invokes at the Arena."
Although most coaches express
fear at the thought of playing in
the Arena, Coach Bob King claims
there is no cause for alarm this
year.
"This is the smallest team I've
had since I've been here," said
King who has compiled an
impressive 133·53 won-lost record
during his seven year stay at
UNM, "but I also feel we have a
bunch of young men who really
want to go at it,"
"We don't have any big people,
though," continued King. "Willie
{Long) is our only big man and
he's not real big. Only 6'7". We
have a lot of good small and
medium•sized people but we don't
have the big boards game at all."
The Lobos could have two of
the best guards in the WAC which
is saying something when . you
remember that people like Mike
Newlin (Utah), Nate Archibald
(UTEP), Seaburn Hill (Arizona
State), and Doug Howard (BYU)
return this year. The guards, all
good shooters, are flashy Petie
Gibson, highly-publicized John
Somogyi, and defensive stalwart
Ron ]3ecker. They'll be backed up
by redshirt Chuck Henckel,
sophomore Rich Wright, and
junior Ken Otterti.
The middle·men, equally
talented with a shooting touch,
consist of Howie Grimes, Dave
Culver, Steve Stephens, and Roger
Bowden,

ALL-SPORTS TROPHfES
ALBUOUEROUE, N.M. 87106

Phone - 268-2436

NEW MEXICO'S LARGEST AND FINEST
SELECTION OF TROPHIES
Trophies for all organizations
and events

50%, discount to all UNM organizations

NOW THINKING
GENERATION ••.

***

The New York Mets drew
almost as many fans this season as
the Los Angeles Dodgers and the
San Francisco Giants combined.
The Mets attracted 2,175,373
fans. The two California clubs,
both formerly from New York,
only drew 2,658,130 between
them.

"CLIMBING TO
MANKIND SOLUTIONS"
by Julius Stulman
New creative methodology
for New Thinking Processes
Problem Solving Criteria
New Approaches to

Football

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The New York Jets- Houston
Oilers game in the AFL has been
postponed one day from Oct.

Education
Oceanography
Urban Planning
Medical Care
Popu) ation Control
Transportation ·
Distribution

•·····~························

•
•

•
:Name-................................__

"Der biggest name in

Address------------------------

·Hat Dogs"

State & Zip-----------------

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810
N.E. 268-4147

Enclosed $

OUTLINE
SERIES

777 United Nations Plaza

New York NY ••.•••••••••••• 10017

. BA.SIC. EQUATIONS
- - - - i n c l u d i n g - - - -....

Theory and Solved Problems
C0Ll£GE PHYSICS ...................... $2.5D
1nCtut!n1'g 62$ SCtVED PROBLEMS

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY .................. $2.50
rne.IUdmg :?85 SOLVED f'ROBLEMS

First Yr. COllEGE MATHEMATICS $3.25

VECTOR ANALYSIS ...................... $3.25
!tlt::lu<hr.g 48J SOL\EO PROBlEMS

ADVANCED CALCULUS ................ $3.75
rtu:rt:::lrfl(: 92$ SOLVED PROSLf:.MS

111Cfudmg 185:! SOl VEt> PRC8t.£MS

COMPLEX VARIABLES ................ $3.75

COLLEGE ALGEBRA ...................... $2.50

LAPLACE TRANSFORMS ............. $3.75

tncfudn'ltt l'il40 SOLV£0 PkOBt.EMS

TRIGONOMETRY .......................... $1.95

m~lu:f~ng 640 50L\i£D PR09LEMS

r:lcludmg 450" SOLVED F"RbS .. EMS

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY .......... $2.50

•neludmg GB:l SOLVED PR0f3L£MS

mclt~d,i1;'! 175 SOtVE:D ~ROBLEMS

MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE ........ $2.50

ENGINEERING MECHANICS ........ $3.25

STATISTICS .................................. $3.50
1hCIUdn1g 8?5 SOl'lo'I;:O ~ROElLEMS

ANAlYTIC GEOMETRY ................ $1.75
CALCULUS .................................... $3.25
tntlud•rl" 1175 SOLVf:O PFIOBL£MS

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ........ $2.95

IMCiochng 46J SOL\IED PR08LtMS

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS ........ $3.25
rnerutlrttg 4.30 SOlVED PRG9ll.P.~5

FLUID MECHANICS ................... $3.50
rntlll,1rn~1

•175 SOL 'v£() PROSt E~.I!S

ELECTRIC CIRCUITS . ........... ... $3.50
tntJvdrt!&: 350 SOl vto PfWBUMS

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN $3.75

.nclud.nr, ~\.lD SOLVtO PRC9LtM':r

m<:lu::lrnn '£'60 SOLVED PR09LEMS

MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS .......... $3.25

SET THEORY
and Related Topics ...... $2.50

nt{;ftJdrn& 225 SOL v£0 PROBLEMS

includong 530 S!JtVI!O PROBLEr.1S

tiNITE MATHEMATICS

d

........

$3.25

oll("!Udi!1,1 'SJ SOLVtO P~08lLM,';.

rf:Cluti>n& 4;1'5 SOLVED PRODLtMS

MATAICES .................................... $3.25
lf1CIUdlt11J 340 SOL VE:O PR(lDL E:I\.~S

GENERAL TOPOLOGY ....... ........ $3.50 .
•r1t!t;6ong GSll SCLVtO PROOLH1S

MACHINE DESIGN ...................... $3.50
rntlutJUJ,; 3.20 ~m ..·to r~lAJL'f ~.$

BASIC EQUATIONS of
ENGINEERING SCIENCE ...... $2.50
m:h.t1.n1: t.;_ij BASIC EQUAir.<l~;"J

ElEMENTARY ALGEBRA .............. $1.95
11'1~.I~.>J>~:,~ ,,_. '-' .,;t:;LVf_[J PI'HlBLt\~:-,

PLANE GEOMETRY .................. $1.95
ll'lt"luf,.,l; B~:J SOLVEO f'ROii~Er.~!;

TEST ITEMS IN EDUCATION .... $2.50
mc:u:J.f'!r. 31GJ TE~t l'tU.'.~t

.I

Complete Bowling

&Billiard Supplies

Featuring Brunswick two-piece' Cues & Cases

RODGERS & CO. INC.

All af 20% ·dis.counf to UNM students.

5250 L~ma~ Blvd. NE

Phone 877-1034

'

• i

I

associated students bookstore
GROUND FLOOR

($1 per copy)

THE WORLD INSTITUTE

SCHAUM'S

MODERN ALGEBRA ..................... $3.25

VW Parts-All Accessories

·pH.

a primer for the

mcludmg 345 SOLVED Pn0Bl£M$

2939 MONTE VISTA N.E.

19th to the 20th. The change was
necessary because Shea Stadium
. gro~ndkeepers have to prep~e !he
stadmm and erect 6000 si.dehne
ileats. The. Mets presence m the
\¥orld Series made the change

Oakland Seals general manager
Frank Selke was obviously not
just managing when a fight
erupted outside the Seal's dressing
room after a practice session n~cessary,
Sunday. Selke came away from
the brawl requiring stitches to
Basketball
close a wound on his left hand.
A county judge in Atlanta, Ga:,
Baseball
has postponed a h~aring on the
Atlanta Hawks' petition for an
The first off·season baseball ·injuction to prevent Zelmo Beaty
trade was a big one and it still is from defecting to the American
not settled. The Philadelphia Basketball Association's Los
Phillies swapped their bad boy, Angeles Stars.
Richie Allen, and two other
players for Tim McCarver, Curt
Patronize the
Flood, Joe Hoerner, and Byron
LOBO Advertisers
Brow, of St. Louis, Flood,
however, announ.ced his
retirement when he heard of the
trade.
Allen was fined over $11,000
last season for not showing up for
26 straight games. Flood claims he
is "too old" to make any moves,

II"'C!udmg 500 SOl.VEO PR()EILEMS

Duhe Buggy Bodies

2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

ASU won the 1st place overall
team competition with combined
score of 4 7 2.
A new course record was
established by Carol Sorenson of
ASU, She shot a 74, setting a new
record for the UNM south golf
course and moved to second place
in individual play.
The only first place not
captured by Arizona State was
won by Cecilia Jones of Odessa
College, who won the driving
contest with a 215 yard hit.
The other teams placing in the
tournament were, Odessa College
2nd, The University of Arizona
3rd, Temple Buell 4th, and UNM
5th in the overall team
competition.
All three awards in the
individual play category were won
by Arizona State players. The
UNM team placed 4th ahead of
Temple Buell in the best ball
competition, but was outplayed
by ASU 1st, Odessa ColJege 2nd,
and the University of Arizona 3rd.
UNM women golfers in the
tournament were Maria
Astrologes, K.C. Kavanaugh, Paula
Spurling, and Mary McCoy.

I
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Campus Briefs
Newsreel

-

The newly formed "Newsreel"
of Albuquerque will be showing
several groups of films during the
next few weeks. Wednesd<~y, Oct.
15 "Hanoi 13," a film about a day
in the life of the North
Vietnamese people will be shown
in the Union Theater.
Next week, Oct. 20-27, a
50-minute film on the Columbia
Revolt of April, 1968, "The Case
Against Lincoln Center," and
"The Garbage Strike" will be
shown. After Oct. 22 "Up Against
the Wall, Miss America" will be
shown.
Other films are readily
available. People desiring to use
the films for a group, class, or
meeting of any sort, or wanting
further information about other
films offered by "Newsreel" can
call 344-7921.

requests for ASUNM funds.
Requests must be placed in the
Senate Finance Committee
mailbox on the second floor of
the Union no later than 5 p.m.

Bingo Night
The Student Organ.\zing
Committee will sponsor a "Bingo
Night" Friday in Room 129 of
the Union. Proceeds from the
game will be given, through the
Physical Plant workers, to Sr.. Jose
Herrera. Prizes up to $10 Will be
given.

No Senate
The Student Senate will not
meet tonight because of the
planned Vietnam Moratorium Day
activities.

Finance Requests

Seidler

T o d a y is the final day f~r
campus organizations to subm1t

Dr.

Armond

H.

Seidler,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c. per ·wotd. 20 word l!liniWHERE: J"ournnlism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
mum ($1.40) per time ru!'. If ILd ts. to
run five or roore consecutive days w1th
Classified AdvcrUsing
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per ·word nnd the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10,
TERJ\.ISt Payment must be- made in :full prior to- insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 4:00
p.m.-will go in neXt day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5 rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.
E. ENGINEER wants grad student or upverclassmnn to share large, two level
house, univ. area. Expenses approx. $75/
mo. Call 842-9210. 10/17
THUNDERBIRD taking contributions for
prose: short stories, essays.. reviews,
plays, eto. Rm. 158, J ournahsm Bldg.,
all manuscripts must be typed.

2)

LOST & FOUND

:COST: Black & white kitten: 8 weeks old:
long hair; in Harvard-Silver area; call
242-1557 or 277-4202 after 6 pm.
FOUND: 1969 Valley High Class Ring,
girls red stone. Call 299-6940.

LOST: Engagement ring, Zimmel"!"an
Library.. Please return, no quesbons.
Reward. 298-3465. 1067 Matador SE.
10/20
LOST: white, gray, and light brown Calico female cat. Near Lead arJd Stanford.
255-5101, $10 reward. 10/16

3)

SERVICES

ffiONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bagworm. _ and Washerwoman
Ltd. 247-8737. 10/27
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP offering
regular haircuts, razor cuts, styling. 2430003. 10/21

4)

FOR RENT

MAY WE help you 1 Renting-selling
listing. Residential properties. Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. 268-3932.
10/28

5)

FORSALE

200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23
1959 Ford, four door, good condition, $250
Call 265-4785, after 5.
1969 Harley-Davidson 350 cc. Excellent
condition, $575. Call 242-0749 after 4
pm. 10/20 ·
1966 GTO 4-speed, chrome wh<;cls. Asking
$1300. Must sell as I am buymg another
car. Phone Grant at 277·5011 after 6
pm. an wC<>k nights or on Sunday afternoon. 10/20
S.W. RECEIVER-National N.C. 140,
general coverage, bandspread on both
HAM and !ntemational bands. Sideband with b~f.o., all !eaturcs }mmacul~te.
$150. reasonnble offers consJdercd. R1ck
277-4757. 10/15
HONDA-160 Scrambler, like new. $350.
Call after 4 p.m.-296-3247. 10/21
176 cc BENNELI MOTORCYCLE. 1969
model, only has 1800 miles. Practically
new. Sacrifice !or Uncle Sam, $250. 2427235 evenings, weekends. 10/17

6)

EMPLOYMENT

JOB ! Ad salesmen for astral projection.
20<;1, commission. Call 268-4056. 10/16
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES NEED·
ED to sell Volkswagen bus tool'S to
Europe in summer, 1970. $100.00 commission per sale. Write VW Adventures,
P.O. Box 7999, Anstin, Texas 73712.
10/16

I

chairman of the department of
health, physical education, and
recreation at the University of
New Mexico, has been named a
member of the United States
delegation to the first symposium
on the improvement of physical
education in the Mexican school.
The meeting being held Oct.
14-16 in Mexico City is scheduled
in conjuction with the 25th
anniversary of the founding of
Mexican Union of Workers of
Education, the national teachers
organization. The Union is an
affiliate of the World
Confederation of Organizations of
the Teaching Profession.
Dr. Seidler will present a paper
on "Values and Physical
Education."
Dr. Seidler was invited to
participate by the Mexican
teachers union and the
International Council on Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation.

Recruiting U
Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies wiU visi~ ~he ~enter
to interview candidates for posltlons.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt
Wednesday, October 15
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATI9N
-ChE ME, EE, CE, Math., Phys1cs,

Ch~i~~Af~~CIFIC

ELECTRIC COJ\1-

P.Iuv.·D~~~.~F AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALDBA in Acctg. for Auditor. positions, Law,
Gen. Bus., Acctg. for Specull Agents
Thursday, October 16
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY, CON000-Bus. Admin, Stot., Math., Computer
Sci & Engineering for Central Computer
De~t, ChE, Pet. Ref. E.ngin. for :rr.occss
Engineering Dept., Busm<'Ss . AdmmiBt!a•
tion (BBA, MBA) for Contmental P1pe
LiWoRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL, AUTONETICS DIY .-EE, Physics, . (BS, MS,
PhD) ME (MS, PhD) Apphed Math
(MSl
LOS ANGELES, SPACE &
ROCKETDYNE DIV.-ME, EE (BS,

M~NI{~EW:YTATES

STEEL CORPORA-

'l'ION-Mnth, Physics, Chem., Acct., Gen.
Dus., Ind. Admin. ChE, OE, EE, ME
(BS, MS)
Friday, October 17
GULF OIL. CORPORA~ION-Acctg,,
Bur:... Admin, v•1th Accf.rt· Mmor, G1eology~
Geo-Physics Gcol. Em:m., ChE, ME (BS,
MS) CE Pot. E (BS)
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA
LAKE, CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhD) Physics, (BS, MS, PhD)
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY PORT JIUENEME, CALIF.
-EE CE 'ME (BS, MS, l'hD)
CHEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV.-Bus. Admin., ChE, Me, (BS, MS),
CE, EE, (BS, MS)
Monday, October 20
EDGERTON. GERMESHAUSEN &
GRIER, INC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS, PhD)
TEXAS EASTMAN COMPANY, DIVISION OF EASTMAN KODAK 00-ChE,
ME (BS, MS), Chem. (MS, PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, DEPT.
OF THE ARMY-Liberal Arts, (BA),
Fino Arts (BA, MAl
Tuesday, October 21
GENERAL DYNAMICS-EE, ME, (BS,
MS PhD) Math., Physics. CE (MS, PhD)
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
-EE, ME, CE, IE (BS, MS)
TEXAS WATER RIGHTS COMMISSION
-CE Gen. Engineering (BS, MS)
CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPANYCE, EE, ME. ChE (BS, MS)
Monday, October 27
PPG, INDUSTRIES-ChE, EE, ME,
Math., Chem, Acctg,

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!ln

Calling U
llllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllll'llllllllllllllllltllllll!lllllllll!lllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Wednesday, October 15
Moratorium Day activities are printed
elsewhere in todny's paper.
Panh~llcnic Council: Unicm, Room 230:
4;80 p.m.
AWS Judicial Board: Union, Room 280;
6:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Pledges; Union, Reom
231-A; 7 p.m.
Homecoming House Decorations Com·
rnittee; Union, Room 253; 7 p.m.
Kiva Club; Law School, Room 103; 7:30
p.m.
Sandia Grotto: Union, Room 2GO·C; 7:30
p.m.
Student Lobby: Union, Room 231-E: 7:30
p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union, Room 2n-D;
8 p.m.
.
Associated Students Bookstore; Umon,
Room 250-D; 8 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, Room 230; 8
p.m.
Wednesday Night Dnncc: Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

r.---RENT-A-TV
$1.00 n day

.

Free Delivery, Pick Up, And ServiCe
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4689
Color Available

___)

CHEAP HOUSE

A fwo hour collection of award-winning new
short films by young independent film makers.
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

Friday & Saturday-7 & I0 p.m.
Sunday--6 &9 p.m.
$1 for students with ID
$1.50 general admission

Sale or Rent, $45/mo.
Not Fancy, But Clean.
See at 115 Pacific SE
or call 299-0309 if interested.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (thai's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

"A remarkable film!"
\i

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
6. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

ENCLOSED$----

PlACED SY-----~----
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No~

Norvell Urges End to War in Vietnam
Speaker of the House Recommends Withdrawal in UMoratorium Day Speech
(Editor's Note: The following is the text of New Mexico
Speaker of the House David Norvell's speech delivered in the
Union yesterday as part of UNM's Moritolium Day
activities.)
There is abroad in the land a great frustration - and
growing from that a developing sense of helplessness.
To the young it comes as a fear of approaching adulthood
-in a world where integrity seems only a word.
To others it comes as an exhausting struggle to understand
an increasingly incomprehensible epoch.
Vietnam is the underlying source of that frustration. The
word "Vietnam" itself has come to be synonymous with
"frustration." Truly, to some it means ''the stupidity of our
involvement in a war which has shaken our ability to manage
our own affairs."
To others it means that ''our astonishing failure to win the
war, once we had become involved ourselves, has uhdermined
our belief in our ability as a wo:dd power",
And it would seem that by now virtually the entire
American people have come to recognize the war as a colossal
blunder. • . ,
Even though we are convinced that our involvement has
been a monstrous error, how did we err initially? And, how
do we know that we won't make the same mistake again? We
don't -but:
By analysis of how we got embroiled in this mess, perhaps
we will avoid quicksand in the future.
At the root of the problem is the theory that America
must be the guardian of the world, compounded by our
paranoia about other political philosophies that differ from
our own and our failure to understand nationalist aspirations
of much of the underdeveloped world.
It is true that America is a superpower. It is also true that
the possibility of isolationism is totally past. By the nature of
the world today, we are inherently bound to the fortunes of
all other peoples and all other nations, and they likewise will
be affected by what we do or what we do not do. Even an '
absence of action on our part affects the world, whether we
like it or not.
But, really, it is a matter of rationality: our involvement in
the world must be positive and it must be beneficial to the
recipients and it must be in the long-term best interests of the
United States. It is more than obvious that the Vietnam war
has met none of these criteria. Far from serving the long-term
interests of our country. it will certainly take us a decade or
possibly even a generation to recover from the damage this
unfortuante war has done our national psychology.
And although America is a superpower there is no reason
to believe that the American people are willing to use all of
their power in so ambiguous a cause as backing the alleged
nation of South Vietnam or even backing the large number of
South Vietnamese who do not desire to be "liberated" either
by North Vietnam or by China, either directly or indirectly. I
do not think the American conscience is at all easy on these
points, and the more flag-waving and patriotic politicians and
the noisier military men do not represent anything like the
national consensus of 58 or 57 percent who desperately cry
out .for disengagement. Nor is it likely that they can by any
propaganda methods create one.
No military victory without a political victory has any real
meaning, and some military methods make a political victory
impossible. . . . By the end of 1969, I feel that if this war is
not resolved it will split this nation as nothing else has since
the Civil War.
Our nation is and always has been a deeply moral one. To
some, it was nmoral commitment, if misguided, which led to
our involvement in Vietnam initially. There is 110 doubt that
we remain with a moral commitment to repair the damage,
that we have done in Vietnam. We cannot resurrect the dead.
But we can do something about the living.•.•
President Nixon in 1968 ran against the war as a
candidate, blaming the previous democrati.c a~ministrations
for the mess in Vietnam. He as much as mdicated that he
would have us disengaged and the war ended in six months.
He has now had more thun eight months, and only a token
.contingent of troops has been removed. We. as a pe?ple have
every right to call on Mr. Nixon to keep his promises. And
yet the President only yesterda~ .h~d the gall to call ~11 the
American people to halt our ct;tiCism of. the war wh1le he
phases it out, apparently 1mperceptlbly, over some
unspecified long-term future.
Mr. Nixon, in an effort. to establish the notion that h~s
Vietnam policies are somehow different than ~hose .of h~s
predecessor, now asserts that the only non-negotiable Item 1s
the right of the South Vietnam~se people to
~lt·determination of the~ own ~ture. This .s?undS almost
.
. .~ ~m;icJ~ wete it not so t.ragtc, commg fr~m a: "!an who .served
· , ;"f~~rttlrithe adtnirtistration of the 1950's wh:mh demedthe ~ght of
·,,iti~f4'- ·.· . ~elf•detenrii.natiQfi to , the very same people when lt was .

.~ •

Itself. . ~~ •

. .

.

.

feared at that time the people would elect Ho Chi Minh their
national leader.
What Mr. Nixon is saying, in effect, is that we believe in
free elections and self-determination in exactly the same way
comll?-unists do ~ the people are free to elect anyone they
choose as long as they come from our approved list of
candidates.
Perhaps this is the best way to explain why Vietnam has
been such a disaster for us.· Our behavior has been at direct
odds with our own professed national beliefs. We have been
trying to impose an obviously unjust solution on an unwilling
subject. There is no way a nation can succeed by fighting.
Hopefully, we can learn from that. Learn at least that no
nation, no matter how powerful, can halt gravity, can toll
back the tide or stem the flow of history.
There will be many calls fo.r similar expeditions to rescu.e
falling governments or tottering leaders in the future, and the
temptation will be strong, especially after some of the bad
taste has worn off of Vietnam. There are a dozen likely spots
around the globe where rescue missions will be avaflable to
us.
But we should recognize that we have proved our capacity
to run the world does not extend to Asia. In fact, the limits
of our capacity to interfere meaningfully is probably limited
to western Europe and the Americas. And even there our
record has not been totally positive by any means.
Clearly, we have a responsibility to protect our South
Vietnamese "friend.s" from retribution upon disengagement.
The methods of Asian communists when confronted with
political enemies leaves little to the imagination. If we wish
to see these people alive, we will have to protect them1
perhaps even .bring them to this country and nationalize
them. We must ensure the. safety of our own troops who we
support and who our critics say we don't, and we must .
obtain the release of prisoners of war. Nothing more would
seem negotiable at this point.
Perhaps in the long run, this fiasco will teach us the lesson
that will save us and the world from World War III. If we
have learned that we cannot bomb other peoples into seeing
things our way perhaps we will be able to transfer the
initiative to the diplomatic front, where it belonged in the
fil's t place.
But whatever else may come to pass we must disengage in
Vietnam immediately, in the name of morality as well as in
the name of sanity.
The President hac; indicated that his course of action will
not be influenced by this day of discussions. I pray this is not
the case. He must abandon his present approach, because
perpetually moving half the distance between one's present
position and an ultimate goal condemns one to never reach
that goal. Our goal should be an immediate cease-fire and
mass troop withdrawals, and we must reach that goal. . ..
We still have a problem of redefinition of our national
goals and methods ahead of us. Our young people have risen
up effectively enough to halt the w~ in Vietnam - almost.
But we remain without clear ideas of what we are going to do
with the awesome power which we have accumulated over the
past 200 years we've been around as a nation. Somehow we
must forge a new internationalist policy putting that might
and technological diversity to positive uses for the future of
mankind.
This day of hopefully non-violent discussions on. a
national basis cannot be more important, for the
all-pervading and overriding reason that Vietnam's violence
has fostered more violence, like a festering wound in our
national body politic.
.
If this n&.tional day of concern can be brought off in a
forceful yet peaceful manner, then we will have made our
point - both in keeping with our national aspirations and in
the most effective way possible.
If this war is not ended soon it should be overwhelmed by
non-violence. In another month the non-violence will take the
form of two days of peaceful activity, then three days, and so
on until Mr. Nixon gets the point that he was eJected on a
promise to stop this war, and bring the violence to an end.
We mean to see that he keeps that promise. . ..
Perhaps future historians will look kindly on the tragedy
in Vietnam as the war that taught America that vio~et).ce is
antithetical to her national aspirations. Let us hope so
although the record of history would indicate that no· nation
has learned that lesson yet.
It is up to us; to you and me, to try to see that our people
and out government do learn t4is lesson. Unfortunately, ·the
spirit of non•violence requires a dedicated militancy and .a
constant 'lligilance. But let us make this promise ~(t ~urselves
· and our children today: we have seen the fruit o~t;tn):eru~on:,ed
· \iiolence ~ and we today pledge ourselves and o~ ~ffo~ ~o
aee that it never. happens. ag$ .... , ... _.. ,
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